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Abstract
In the present work we carry on the study of the order theory for (C8-reduced) C8-rings initiated
in [16] (see also [4]). In particular, we apply some results of the order theory of C8-fields (e.g.
every such field is real closed) to present another approach to the order theory of general C8-rings:
“smooth real spectra” (see [5]). This suggests that a model-theoretic investigation of the class of
C8-fields could be interesting and also useful to provide the first steps towards the development of
the “Real Algebraic Geometry” of C8-rings.
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Introduction
Given a smooth manifold, M , the set C8pM,Rq supports a far richer structure than just of an R-
algebra: it interprets not only the symbols for real polynomial functions but for all smooth real functions
Rn Ñ R, n P N. Thus, C8pM,Rq is a natural instance of the algebraic structure called C8-ring.
It was not until the decades of 1970’s and 1980’s that a study of the abstract (algebraic) theory of
C8-rings was made, mainly in order to construct topos models for “Synthetic Differential Geometry”
([12]). The interest in C8-rings gained strength in recent years, mainly motivated by the differential
version of ‘Derived Algebraic Geometry” (see [11]).
In this paper we address the study of the order theory of C8´reduced C8´rings, presenting a useful
characterization of the “natural order” of a C8´ring, introduced by Moerdijk and Reyes in [16]: given
any C8-ring A “ pA,Φq, this canonical strict partial order ă is given by:
pa ă bq ðñ pDu P Aˆqpb´ a “ u2q.
Since this natural binary relation given on a generic C8-ring involves invertible elements, we should
first analyze these elements of a C8-ring. In order to do so, we shall restrict ourselves to the case of the
C8-reduced C8-rings. This is carried out in two steps: first proving the results for finitely generated
C8-rings and then proving them for arbitrary ones.
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Since any C8-ring can be expressed as the quotient of a free object – C8pREq, for some set E –
by some (ring-theoretic) ideal, it is appropriate to characterize the equality between their elements by
making use of these ring-theoretic ideals. We show that in this context the canonical strict partial order
of a generic C8-ring, say C8pREq{I , can be characterized by properties concerning filters of zerosets
of functions in I .
In [16], Moerdijk and Reyes prove that every C8-field is real closed (cf. Theorem 2.10). This
suggests that the class of C8-fields is “well behaved” with respect to its model theory.
We apply, in particular, some results on the order theory of C8-fields – e.g., every such field is real
closed (cf. Theorem 2.10 in [16]). – to present another approach to the order theory of general C8-
rings, introducing the so-called “smooth real spectra” (see [5]). This suggests that a model-theoretic
study of the class of C8-fields could be interesting and also useful to provide the first steps towards the
development of the “Real Algebraic Geometry” of C8-rings in the vein of [20].
Overview of the paper: In the first section we present some preliminary notions and results that
are used (implicitly or explicitly) throughout the paper, such as the basic concept of C8´ring and
some features of the category of C8´rings, C8´fields, C8´rings of fractions, C8´radical ideals,
C8´reduced C8-rings and some facts about the smooth Zariski spectrum. Section 2 is devoted to
present some results that (dually) connects subsets of RE to quotients of C8pREq: we present the char-
acterizations of equalities and inequalities between elements of C8´reduced C8´rings, i.e., C8´rings
of the form A “ C 8pREq
I
with
8
?
I “ I , by means of the filter of zerosets of functions of I , and we use a
Galois connection between filters of zerosets of RE and ideals of C8pREq to show that there are bijec-
tions between the set of maximal filters onRE and the set of maximal ideals of C8pREq. In Section 3we
develop a detailed study of the natural strict partial ordering ă (introduced first by Moerdijk and Reyes)
defined on a non-trivial C8-reduced C8-ring, with the aid of the results established in the previous
sections. Section 4 presents some interesting results on C8´fields based on the results from section 3:
for instance, every C8-field has ă as its unique (strict) total ordering compatible with the operations `
and ¨, thus being a Euclidean field (in fact, it is real closed); this is useful to analyse the concept of “real
C8´spectrum of a C8´ring”, which seems to be the suitable notion to deal with a smooth version of
Real Algebraic Geometry. Finally, Section 5 brings some concluding remarks, pointing some possible
applications of the order structure of a C8´reduced C8´ring to its model theory.
1 Preliminaries
In this section we present the ingredients of the theory of C8-rings needed in the sequel of this work
for the reader’s convenience: we present the class of C8-rings as the class of models of an algebraic
theory, and we describe the main notions of “Smooth Commutative Algebra of C8-rings”: smooth rings
of fractions, C8-radicals, C8-saturation and the smooth Zariski spectra. The main references used here
are [16], [17], [3], [4].
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1.1 On the algebraic theory of C 8-Rings
In order to formulate and study the concept of C8´ring, we use a first order language L with
a denumerable set of variables (VarpL q “ tx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn, ¨ ¨ ¨ u), whose nonlogical symbols are the
symbols of all C8´functions from Rm to Rn, withm,n P N, i.e., the non-logical symbols consist only
of function symbols, described as follows.
For each n P N, we have the n´ary function symbols of the set C8pRn,Rq, i.e., Fpnq “ tf pnq|f P
C8pRn,Rqu. Thus, the set of function symbols of our language is given by:
F “
ď
nPN
Fpnq “
ď
nPN
C
8pRnq
Note that our set of constants is R, since it can be identified with the set of all 0´ary function symbols,
i.e.,ConstpL q “ Fp0q “ C8pR0q – C8pt˚uq – R.
The terms of this language are defined in the usual way as the smallest set which comprises the
individual variables, constant symbols and n´ary function symbols followed by n terms (n P N).
Although a C8-ring may be defined in any finitely complete category, we shall restrict ourselves to
the study of C8´rings in Set.
Before we proceed, we give the following:
Definition 1.1. A C8´structure on a set A is a pair A “ pA,Φq, where:
Φ :
Ť
nPN C
8pRn,Rq Ñ ŤnPN Func pAn;Aq
pf : Rn C 8Ñ Rq ÞÑ Φpfq :“ pfA : An Ñ Aq ,
that is, Φ interprets the symbols of all smooth real functions of n variables as n´ary functions on A.
Given two C8-structures, A “ pA,Φq and B “ pB,Ψq, a C8´structure homomorphism is a function
ϕ : AÑ B such that for any n P N and any f : Rn C 8Ñ R the following diagram commutes:
An
Φpfq

ϕpnq // Bn
Ψpfq

A
ϕ // B
i.e., Ψpfq ˝ϕpnq “ ϕ ˝Φpfq. The class of C8´structures and their morphisms compose a category that
we denote by C8Str.
We call a C8´structureA “ pA,Φq a C8´ring if it preserves projections and all equations between
smooth functions. Formally, we have the following:
Definition 1.2. Let A “ pA,Φq be a C8´structure. We say that A (or, when there is no danger of
confusion, A) is a C8´ring if the following is true:
‚ Given any n, k P N and any projection pk : Rn Ñ R, we have:
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A |ù p@x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p@xnqppkpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “ xkq
‚ For every f, g1, ¨ ¨ ¨ gn P C8pRm,Rq with m,n P N, and every h P C8pRn,Rq such that f “
h ˝ pg1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gnq, one has:
A |ù p@x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p@xmqpfpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xmq “ hpgpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xmq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gnpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xmqqq
Given two C8´rings, A “ pA,Φq and B “ pB,Ψq, a C8-homomorphism is just a C8-structure
homomorphism between theseC8´rings. The category of allC8´rings andC8´ring homomorphisms
make up a full subcategory of C8Str, that we denote by C8Rng.
Remark 1.3 (cf. Sections 2, 3 and 4 of [3]). Since C8Rng is a “variety of algebras” (it is a class of
C8´structures which satisfy a given set of equations), it is closed under substructures, homomorphic
images and products, by Birkhoff’s HSP Theorem. Moreover:
‚ C8Rng is a concrete category and the forgetful functor, U : C8Rng Ñ Set creates directed
inductive colimits. SinceC8Rng is a variety of algebras, it has all (small) limits and (small) colimits. In
particular, it has binary coproducts, that is, given any two C8´rings A and B, we have their coproduct
A
ιAÑ Ab8 B ιBÐ B again in C8Rng;
‚ Each set X freely generates a C8-ring, LpXq, as follows:
- for any finite set X 1 with 7X 1 “ n we have LpX 1q “ C8pRX1q – C8pRn,Rq, which is the free
C8-ring on n generators, n P N;
- for a general set, X , we take LpXq “ C8pRXq :“ limÝÑX1ĎfinX C
8pRX1q;
‚ Given any C8´ring A and a set, X , we can freely adjoin the set X of variables to A with the fol-
lowing construction: AtXu :“ Ab8LpXq. The elements ofAtXu are usually calledC8´polynomials;
‚ The congruences of C8´rings are classified by their “ring-theoretical” ideals;
‚ Every C8´ring is the homomorphic image of some free C8´ring determined by some set, being
isomorphic to the quotient of a free C8´ring by some ideal.
Within the category of C8´rings we can perform a construction that is similar to the “ring of frac-
tions” in Commutative Algebra, as well as define a suitable notion of “radical ideal”. We analyze these
concepts in the following section.
1.2 On C 8-Rings of Fractions and C 8-Radical Ideals
In order to extend the notion of the ring of fractions to the category C8Rng, we make use of the
universal property a ring of fractions must satisfy in Ring- except that we must deal with C8´rings
and C8´homomorphisms instead of rings and homomorphisms of rings.
Definition 1.4. Let A “ pA,Φq be a C8´ring and S Ď A one of its subsets. The C8´ring of fractions
of A with respect to S is a C8´ring AtS´1u, together with a C8´homomorphism ηS : A Ñ AtS´1u
satisfying the following properties:
(1) p@s P SqpηSpsq P pAtS´1uqˆq
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(2) If ϕ : AÑ B is any C8´homomorphism such that for every s P S we have ϕpsq P Bˆ, then there
is a unique C8´homomorphism rϕ : AtS´1u Ñ B such that the following triangle commutes:
A
ηS //
ϕ
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗ AtS´1u
rϕ

B
By this universal property, the C8´ring of fractions is unique, up to (unique) isomorphisms.
The existence of smooth rings of fractions can be guaranteed by a combination of constructions:
‚ first consider the addition of 7S-variables to the C8-ring A:
Atxs|s P Su :“ A b8 C8pRSq,
and let jS : AÑ Atxs|s P Su be the (left) canonical morphism;
‚ now consider the ideal xtxs ¨ ιApsq ´ 1|s P Suy of A generated by txs ¨ ιApsq ´ 1|s P Su, and take
the quotient:
Atxs|s P Su
qS
։
Atxs|s P Su
xtxs ¨ ιApsq ´ 1|s P Suy .
Finally, define:
AtS´1u :“ Atxs|s P Suxtxs ¨ ιApsq ´ 1|s P Suy ;
and
ηS :“ qs ˝ js : AÑ AtS´1u.
It is not difficult to see that such a construction satisfies the required universal property.
Example 1.5. Let ϕ P C8pRnq and consider the (closed) subset Zpϕq “ t~x P Rn : ϕp~xq “ 0u Ď Rn.
Then C8pRnqtϕ´1u – C8pRn`1q{xty ¨ ϕ´ 1uy – C8pRnzZpϕqq and the restriction map C8pRnq Ñ
C8pRnzZpϕqq is a C8-homomorphism that satisfies the universal property of ηtϕu.
Now we analyze the concept of the “C8´radical ideal” in the theory of C8´rings, which plays a
similar role to the one played by radical ideals in Commutative Algebra. This concept was first presented
by I. Moerdijk and G. Reyes in [16] in 1986, and explored in more details in [17].
Unlike many notions in the branch of Smooth Rings such as C8´fields (C8-rings whose underlying
rings are fields), C8´domains (C8-rings whose underlying rings are domains) and local C8´rings
(C8-rings whose underlying rings are local rings), the concept of a C8´radical of an ideal cannot be
brought from Commutative Algebra via the forgetful functor. This happens because when we take the
localization of a C8-ring by an arbitrary prime ideal, it is not always true that we get a local C8´ring
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(see Example 1.2 of [17]). In order to get a local C8´ring we must require an extra condition, that we
are going to see later on.
Recall, from Commutative Algebra, that the radical of an ideal I of a commutative unital ring R is
given by:
?
I “ tx P R|pDn P Nqpxn P Iqu.
There are several characterizations of this concept, among which we highlight the following ones:
?
I “
č
tp P Spec pRq|I Ď pu “ tx P R|
ˆ
R
I
˙
rpx` Iq´1s – 0u.
The latter equality is the one which motivates our next definition.
Definition 1.6. (cf. p. 329 of [16]) Let A be a C8´ring and let I Ď A be a proper ideal. The
C8´radical of I is given by:
8
?
I :“ ta P A|
ˆ
A
I
˙
tpa ` Iq´1u – 0u
Definition 1.7. (cf. Definition 2.1.5 of [2]) Given a C8-ring A and a subset S Ď A, we define the
C8´saturation of S by:
S8´sat :“ ta P A | ηSpaq P Aˆu.
Example 1.8. Given ϕ P C8pRnq, we have tϕu8´sat “ tψ P C8pRnq | Zpψq Ď Zpϕqu.
The concept of C8´saturation is similar to the ordinary (ring-theoretic) concept of saturation in
many aspects (for a detailed account of this concept, see [4]). In particular, we use it to give a character-
ization of the elements of C8´radical ideals.
Proposition 1.9. [ Proposition 19 of [4]] Let A be a C8´ring and let I Ď A be any ideal. We have the
following equalities:
8
?
I “ ta P A|pDb P Iq&pηapbq P pAta´1uqˆqu “ ta P A|I X tau8´sat ‰ ∅u
where ηa : AÑ Ata´1u is the C8´homomorphism of fractions with respect to tau.
In ordinary Commutative Algebra, given an element x of a ring R, we say that x is a nilpotent in-
finitesimal if and only if there is some n P N such that xn “ 0. Let A be a C8´ring and a P A.
D. Borisov and K. Kremnizer in [6] call a an 8´infinitesimal if, and only if Ata´1u – 0. The next
definition describes the notion of a C8´ring being free of8´infinitesimals - which is analogous to the
notion of “reducedness”, of a commutative ring.
Definition 1.10. A C8´ring A is C8´reduced if, and only if, 8ap0q “ p0q.
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Example 1.11. The simplest example of C8´reduced C8´rings is the free C8´rings on any set of
generators E (cf. Proposition 37 of [4]).
Next we register some useful results on C8´radical ideals and C8´reduced C8´rings.
Proposition 1.12 (Proposition 31, [4]). Let A1, B1 be two C8´rings and  : A1 Ñ B1 be a monomor-
phism. If B1 is C8´reduced, then A1 is also C8´reduced.
Proposition 1.13. Let A be a C8´ring. We have:
(a) An ideal J Ď A is a C8´radical ideal if, and only if, A
J
is a C8´reduced C8´ring.
(b) A proper prime ideal p Ď A is C8´radical if, and only if, A
p
is a C8´reduced C8´domain.
Proof. See Corollary 10 of [4].
Next we present some properties of C8´radical ideals of a C8´ringA regarding some “operations”
such as the intersection, the directed union and the preimage by a C8´homomorphism of C8´radical
ideals. To simplify the notation, given a C8´ring A, we denote by I8A the set of all its C8´radical
ideals. The proofs of the results given in the next proposition can be found in [4].
Proposition 1.14. The following results hold:
(a) Suppose that p@α P ΛqpIα P I8A q. Then
Ş
αPΛ Iα P I8A , that is, if p@α P ΛqpIα P I8A q, then:
8
dč
αPΛ
Iα “
č
αPΛ
Iα “
č
αPΛ
8
a
Iα
(b) Let tIα|α P Σu an upwards directed family of elements of I8A . Then
Ť
αPΣ Iα P I8A .
(c) Let A,B be C8´rings, f : AÑ B a C8´homomorphism and J Ď B any ideal. Then:
8
a
f%rJs Ď f%r 8
?
Js.
(d) LetA,B be C8´rings, f : AÑ B be a C8´homomorphism and J Ď B be a C8´radical ideal.
Then f%rJs is a C8-radical ideal of A.
(e) Given any two C8´radical ideals of a C8´ring A, I, J P I8A , we have:
8
?
I ¨ J “ 8
?
I X J
For a more comprehensive account of C8´radical ideals and C8´reduced C8-rings, we refer the
reader to [4].
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1.3 On the Smooth Zariski Spectrum
Recall that the spectrum of a commutative unital ring R consists of all prime ideals of R, together
with a spectral topology - given by its “distinguished basic sets”, its Zariski topology. Recall, also, that
in ordinary Commutative Algebra, every prime ideal is radical - and that the C8´version of this im-
plication is false in the context of Smooth Commutative Algebra (not every prime ideal of a C8´ring
is C8´radical). At this point it is natural to look for a C8´analog of the Zariski spectrum of a com-
mutative unital ring. Keeping in mind the definitions of the previous subsection, we give the following
definition, that can be found in [17]:
Definition 1.15. For a C8´ring A, we define:
Spec8 pAq “ tp P Spec pAq|p isC8 ´ radicalu
equipped with the smooth Zariski topology defined by its basic open sets:
D8paq “ tp P Spec8 pAq|a R pu
It is proved (see [4]) that Spec8 pAq, for any C8´ring A, is a spectral space.
Proposition 1.16 (Proposition 48, [4]). LetA,A1 be twoC8´rings and let f : AÑ A1 be aC8´homo-
morphism. The function:
h˚ : Spec8 pA1q Ñ Spec8 pAq
p ÞÑ h%rps
is a spectral map.
Theorem 1.17. (Separation Theorems, [5]) Let A be a C8´ring, S Ď A be a subset of A and I be an
ideal of A. Denote by xSy the multiplicative submonoid of A generated by S. We have:
(a) If I is a C8´radical ideal, then:
I X xSy “ ∅ ðñ I X S8´sat “ ∅
(b) If S Ď A is a C8-saturated subset, then:
I X S “ ∅ ðñ 8
?
I X S “ ∅
(c) If p P Spec8 pAq, then Azp “ pAzpq8´sat
(d) If S Ď A is a C8-saturated subset, then:
I X S “ ∅ ðñ pDp P Spec8 pAqqppI Ď pq&ppX S “ ∅qq.
(e)
8
?
I “ Ştp P Spec8 pAq|I Ď pu
A more detailed account of the smooth Zariski spectrum containing detailed proofs can be found in
Section 5 of [4]
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2 On smooth spaces and smooth algebras
Every (finite dimensional) smooth manifold M can be embedded as a closed subspace of some Rn
(Whitney’s Theorem) and determines a C8-ring, C8pMq. This mapping, M ÞÑ C8pMq, extends to
a full and faithful contravariant functor into the category of C8-rings (see for instance Theorem 2.8
of [18]). In this section we present some results that (dually) connects subsets of RE and quotients of
C8pREq. More precisely, we present some very useful characterizations of equalities and inequalities
between elements of C8´reduced C8´rings, i.e., C8´rings of the form A “ C 8pREq
I
with
8
?
I “ I ,
by means of the filter of zerosets of functions of I .
2.1 The finitely generated case
We start by recalling an important fact about the relation between closed subsets of Rn and zerosets
of C8-functions.
Fact 2.1. (essentially Lemma 1.4 of [18]) For each open subset U Ď Rn there is a smooth function
χ : Rn Ñ R such that:
• p@x P Rnqpχpxq ě 0q
• p@x P Rnqppχpxq “ 0q ðñ px R Uqq.
Recall that a function f : X Ñ R defined over an arbitrary subset X of some Rn is called smooth
if there is an open subset U Ď Rn such that X Ď U and a C8-extension of f , rf : U Ñ R, such thatrf ↾X“ f .
Fact 2.2 (Smooth Tietze Theorem). Let F Ď Rn be a closed set and let f P C8pF q. Then there is a
smooth function rf P C8pRnq such that rf ↾F“ f . Moreover:
• If p@x P F qpfpxq ‰ 0q, then we can choose a C8-extension rf of f and an open subset U Ď Rn
such that F Ď U and p@x P Uqp rfpxq ‰ 0q.
• If p@x P F qpfpxq ą 0q, then we can choose a C8-extension rf of f such that p@x P Rnqp rfpxq ą 0q.
Proposition 2.3. Let A “ C 8pRnq
I
be a C8´reduced C8´ring, so 8?I “ I . Given f, g P C8pRnq, we
have:
pqIpfq “ f ` I “ g ` I “ qIpgqq ðñ pDϕ P Iqp@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq “ gpxqq.
Proof. Suppose qIpfq “ f ` I “ g ` I “ qIpgq, so g ´ f P I . It suffices to take ϕ “ g ´ f , so:
p@x P Zpϕqqpgpxq ´ fpxq “ 0q
and
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq “ gpxqq
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Conversely, suppose there is some ϕ P I such that p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq “ gpxqq. Thus, Zpϕq Ď Zpg ´ fq
and ϕ ↾RnzZpg´fqP C8pRnzZpg ´ fqqˆ – C8pRnqtpg ´ fq´1uˆ (see Example 1.5). Since there is
ϕ P I such that ϕ P C8pRnqtpg ´ fq´1uˆ, it follows that g ´ f P 8?I Ď I and f ` I “ g ` I .
Now we characterize the invertible elements of a C8-reduced C8-ring.
Proposition 2.4. Let A “ C 8pRnq
I
be a C8´reduced finitely generated C8´ring, so 8?I “ I . Given
f P C8pRnq we have:˜
qIpfq “ pf ` Iq P
ˆ
C8pRnq
I
˙ˆ¸
ðñ pDϕ P Iqp@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ‰ 0q.
Proof. Suppose, first, that pf ` Iq P
´
C 8pRnq
I
¯ˆ
, so there is some h` I P C 8pRnq
I
such that:
pf ` Iq ¨ ph` Iq “ 1` I
qIpfq ¨ qIphq “ qIp1q
f ¨ h´ 1 P kerpqIq
ϕ “ f ¨ h ´ 1 P I,
One has:
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ¨ hpxq “ 1 ‰ 0q
and thus:
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq “ 1
hpxq ‰ 0q
Conversely, suppose that f P C8pRnq is such that there is some ϕ P I with p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ‰ 0q.
Since f is a continuous function, there is an open subset U Ď Rn such that Zpϕq Ď U and p@x P
Uqpfpxq ‰ 0q.
We define:
g : U Ď Rn Ñ R
x ÞÑ 1
fpxq
Thus g ↾Zpϕq is smooth onZpϕq and by Smooth Tietze’s Theorem (Fact 2.2), one is able to construct
a C8-function rg : Rn Ñ R such that rg ↾Zpϕq“ g ↾Zpϕq.
Since we have:
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ¨ rgpxq ´ 1 “ 0q
it follows, by Proposition 2.3, that f ¨ rg ´ 1 P I , so:
pf ` Iq ¨ prg ` Iq “ 1` I
and f ` I P
´
C 8pRnq
I
¯ˆ
.
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Combining the previous proposition with Proposition 2.3, we obtain the following:
Corollary 2.5. Let A “ C 8pRnq
I
be a finitely generated C8´reduced C8´ring, so 8?I “ I . Given
f P C8pRnq, are equivalent:
1. pDu P C8pRnqqpppf ` Iq “ pu2 ` Iqq&pu` I P
´
C 8pRnq
I
¯ˆ
qq
2. pDu P C8pRnqqpDψ P Iqp@x P Zpψqqpfpxq “ u2pxq ‰ 0q
3. pDψ P Iqp@x P Zpψqqpfpxq ą 0q
2.2 The general case
We know that every closed subset of Rn is the zeroset of some smooth function f : Rn Ñ R (see
Fact 2.1). We now expand the notion of zeroset for RE , where E is not necessarily a finite set.
Definition 2.6. Let E be any set. Consider RE “ tv : E Ñ R|v is a functionu and denote F pREq :“
tf : RE Ñ R|f is a functionu.
For every D Ď E, we have the canonical projection:
πED : R
E Ñ RD
v ÞÑ v ↾D: D Ñ R
and this induces a function:
µDE : F pRDq Ñ F pREq
f ÞÑ µDEpfq :“ f ˝ πED
Definition 2.7. Let E be any set. Define:
C
8pREq :“ tf P F pREq | pDE 1 Ďfin EqpDf 1 P C8pRE1qqpf “ f 1 ˝ πEE1qu.
It is not hard to see that for every E 1, E2 Ďfin E with E 1 Ď E2, the following diagram commutes:
C8pREq
C8pRE1q
µE1E
88rrrrrrrrrr
µE1E2
// C8pRE2q
µE2E
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
Moreover, notice that C8pREq – limÝÑE1ĎfE C
8pRE1q, where for every E 1, E2 Ďfin E such that
E 1 Ď E2, the following triangle commutes:
limÝÑE1ĎfinE C
8pRE1q
C8pRE1q
ℓE1
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
µE1E2
// C8pRE2q
ℓE2
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
,
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where the morphisms indicated above are defined as in Section 3 of [3].
Thus, by a smooth function on RE we mean a function f : RE Ñ R that factors through some
projection πEE1 : R
E Ñ RE1 and a smooth function rf P C8pRE1q, for some E 1 Ďfin E. I.e., given
f P F pREq we have:
f P C8pREq ðñ pDE 1 Ďfin EqpD rf P C8pRE1qpf “ rf ˝ πEE1q.
Definition 2.8. Let E be any set. A subset X Ď RE is a zeroset if there is some ϕ P C8pREq such that
X “ Zpϕq, where
Zpϕq :“ ϕ%rt0us “ t~x P RE : ϕp~xq “ 0u
The set ZE :“ tZpϕq P ℘pREq : ϕ P C8pREqu denotes the set of all zerosets in RE.
Remark 2.9. ‚ Let E be an arbitrary set and ϕ P C8pREq. Select E 1 Ďfin E and ϕ1 P C8pRE1q such
that ϕ “ ϕ1 ˝ πEE1. Then Zpϕq “ π%EE1rZpϕ1qs.
‚ If E is a finite set, then by Fact 2.1, ZE “ Closed pREq Ď ℘pREq thus it is stable under finite
reunions and arbitrary intersections; in particular,H “ ŤH and RE “ ŞH are in ZE.
‚ In general, for an arbitrary set E, the subset ZE Ď ℘pREq is stable just under finite reunions and
finite intersections.
Definition 2.10. If I Ď C8pREq is an ideal, then I 1 “ µ%E1ErIs is an ideal of C8pRE
1q. We define:
pI “ tF Ď RE | pDE 1 Ďfin EqpDf P I 1 “ µ%E1ErIsqpF “ π%EE1rZpfqsqu
Proposition 2.11. Let A “ C 8pREq
I
be a C8´reduced C8´ring, so 8?I “ I . Given f, g P C8pREq,
we have:
pqIpfq “ f ` I “ g ` I “ qIpgqq ðñ pDϕ P Iqp@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq “ gpxqq.
Proof. Given f, g P C8pREq such that qIpfq “ f ` I “ g ` I “ qIpgq, by definition there are finite
subsets Ef , Eg Ď E and pf P C8pREf q, pg P C8pREgq such that f “ µEf p pfq “ pf ˝ πEf P C8pREf q and
g “ µEgppgq “ pg ˝ πEg P C8pREgq. Then Ef Y Eg Ďfin E. Let rf “ µEf ,EfYEgp pfq P C8pREfYEgq andrg “ µEg,EfYEgppgq P C8pREfYEgq. By hypothesis, f ` I “ g ` I , so f ´ g P I and µEfYEg,Ep rfq ´
µEfYEg,Eprgq P I . We have, thus, p rf ´ rgq P µ%EfYEg,ErIs “ 8bµ%EfYEgrIs, since I is a C8´radical ideal
(see Proposition 1.14.(d)). By the finitely generated case (Proposition 2.3), since rf, rg P C8pREfYEgq
and rf ` µ%EfYEgrIs “ rg ` µ%EfYEgrIs, it follows that there is some rϕ P µ%EfYEgrIs such that:
p@y P Zprϕqqp rfpyq “ rgpyqq
Taking ϕ “ µEfYEg,Eprϕq “ rϕ ˝ πE,EfYEg P I , we have:
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq “ rf ˝ πEfYEgpxq “ rg ˝ πEfYEgpxq “ gpxqq
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On the other hand, suppose f, g P C8pREq are such that pDϕ P Iqp@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq “ gpxqq.
Thus, for such ϕ there is a finite Eϕ Ď E and pϕ P C8pREϕq such that ϕ “ pϕ ˝ πE,Eϕ , and there
are also some finite Ef , Eg Ď E and some pf P C8pREf q, pg P C8pREgq such that f “ µEf ,Ep pfq
and g “ µEg,Eppgq. Let rϕ “ µEϕ,EϕYEfYEgppϕq, rf “ µEf ,EϕYEfYEgp pfq and rg “ µEg,EϕYEfYEgppgq. By
the finitely generated case (Proposition 2.3), since rf, rg, rϕ P C8pREϕYEfYEgq, p@x P Zprϕqqp rfpxq “rgpxqq and 8bµ%EϕYEfYEg,ErIs “ µ%EϕYEfYEg,ErIs, it follows that rf ´ rg P µ%EϕYEfYEg,ErIs, so f ´ g “
µEϕYEfYEg,Ep rf ´ rgq P I , and f ` I “ g ` I .
Proposition 2.12. Let E be any set and I Ď C8pREq be a C8-radical ideal. We have, for every
f P C8pREq:
pf ` I P
ˆ
C8pREq
I
˙ˆ
q ðñ pDϕ P Iqp@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ‰ 0q
Proof. Given f P C8pREq such that qIpfq “ f ` I is invertible, let h, ϕ P C8pREq be such that
pf ¨ h´ 1q “ ϕ P I.
As in the proof of previous proposition, we can select E 1 Ďfin E and f 1, h1, ϕ1 P C8pRE1q such that
f “ µE1Epf 1q, h “ µE1Eph1q, ϕ “ µE1Epϕ1q. Then
pf 1 ¨ h1 ´1 1q “ ϕ1 P I 1 :“ µ%E1ErIs.
Thus
p@x1 P RE1qpx1 P Zpϕ1q ñ f 1px1q ‰ 0q
Since Zpϕq “ π%EE1rZpϕ1qs and f “ f 1 ˝ πEE1, then
p@x P REqpx P Zpϕq ñ fpxq ‰ 0q
Conversely, let f, ϕ P C8pREq such that ϕ P I and
p@x P REqpx P Zpϕq Ñ fpxq ‰ 0q.
Select E 1 Ďfin E and f 1, ϕ1 P C8pRE1q such that f “ µE1Epf 1q, ϕ “ µE1Epϕ1q.
Then I 1 :“ µ%E1ErIs is a C8-radical ideal of C8pRE
1q, ϕ1 P I 1 and
p@x1 P RE1qpx1 P Zpϕ1q Ñ f 1px1q ‰ 0q.
By the finitely generated case (Proposition 2.4), f 1 ` I 1 P pC8pRE1q{I 1qˆ. Let h1 P C8pRE1q such
that
pf 1 ` I 1qph1 ` I 1q “ 1` I 1 P C8pRE1q{I 1.
Now define h :“ µEE1ph1q. Then
pf ` Iqph` Iq “ 1` I P C8pREq{I
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Proposition 2.13. Let E be any set. If I Ď C8pREq is an ideal, then:pI :“ tX P ℘pREq | pDf P IqpX “ Zpfqqu Ď ℘pZpREqq
is a filter of zerosets in RE .
Proof. Note first thatpI “ tF Ď RE | pDE 1 Ďfin EqpDf 1 P I 1 “ µ%E1rIsqpF “ π%EE1rZpfqsqu Ď ℘pZ pREqq
It is easy to see that RE is a zeroset. In fact, RE “ Zp0Eq, where
0E : R
E Ñ R
x ÞÑ 0 .
Note that 0E P C8pREq: choose any finite D Ď E and consider the C8-function
0D : R
D Ñ R
x ÞÑ 0 ,
so 0E “ µDEp0Dq P C8pREq.
GivenG1, G2 P pI Ď RE , let g1, g2 P I Ď C8pREq such that Gi “ Zpgiq for i “ 1, 2. There are finite
E 1, E2 Ď E, f1 P µ%E1ErIs Ď C8pRE
1q, f2 P µ%E2ErIs Ď C8pRE
2q such that g1 “ f1 ˝ πEE1, g2 “ f2 ˝
πEE2 . Thus π
%
EE1rZpf1qs “ G1 and π%EE2rZpf2qs “ G2, where πEE1 : RE Ñ RE
1
and πEE2 : R
E Ñ RE2
are the canonical projections (restrictions). Consider:
RE
1YE2
πE1YE2,E1
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
πE1YE2,E2
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
RE
1
RE
2
where:
πE1YE2,E1 : R
E1YE2 Ñ RE1
v ÞÑ v ↾E1: E 1 Ñ R
and
πE1YE2,E2 : R
E1YE2 Ñ RE2
v ÞÑ v ↾E2: E2 Ñ R
We have the commutative diagram:
RE
πEE1

πE,E1YE2

πEE2

RE
1YE2
πE1YE2,E1
vv♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
πE1YE2,E2
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
RE
1
RE
2
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Define rf1 “ f1 ˝ πE1YE2,E1 : RE1YE2 Ñ R and rf2 “ f2 ˝ πE1YE2,E2 : RE1YE2 Ñ R, so ĂF1 “
π%E1YE2,E1rZpf1qs “ rf1%rt0us “ Zprf1q Ď RE1YE2 and ĂF2 “ π%E1YE2,E2rZpf2qs “ rf2%rt0us “ Zprf2q Ď
RE
1YE2 are zerosets.
Note thatĂF1 XĂF2 is also a zeroset, namelyĂF1 XĂF2 “ Zprf12 ` rf22q, with rf12 ` rf22 P µ%E1YE2,ErIs.
In fact, we have the commutative diagram:
C8pREq
C8pRE1YE2q
µE1YE2,E
OO
C8pRE1q
µE1E
44
µE1,E1YE2
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
C8pRE2q
µE2E
jj
µE2,E1YE2
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
Since the diagram commutes, we have µE1,E1YE2pf1q “ f1 ˝ πE1YE2,E1 “ rf1 P µ%E1YE2rIs and
µE2,E1YE2pf2q “ f2 ˝ πE1YE2,E2 “ rf2 P µ%E1YE2,ErIs, so rf12 ` rf22 P µ%E1YE2,ErIs.
Then g21 ` g22 P I and
π%E,E1YE2rĂF1 XĂF2s “ π%E,E1YE2rZprf12 ` rf22qs “ Zpg21 ` g22q “ G1 XG2.
Let G P pI and H P Z pREq be such that G Ď H . Then there are g P I, h P C8pREq such that
G “ Zpgq, H “ Zphq P Z pREq. Now select E 1 Ďfin E and g1, h1 P C8pRE1q such that µE1Epg1q “
g, µE1Eph1q “ h; thus π%EE1rZpg1qs Ď π%EE1rZph1qs and g1 P I 1 :“ µ%E1ErIs. Let G1 “ Zpg1q, H 1 “
Zph1q P Z pRE1q, then G1 Ď H 1. Since we are dealing with C8pRE1q with E 1 finite, Whitney’s theorem
(Fact 2.2) gives us a smooth function, χH 1 P C8pRE1q such that H 1 “ ZpχH 1q. We have Zph1q “ H 1 “
G1 XH 1 “ Zpg1q X ZpχH 1q “ Zpg1.χH 1q and, since I 1 “ µ%E1ErIs is an ideal, g1.χH 1 P I 1.
Since H “ π%EE1rH 1s,H 1 “ Zpg1.χH 1q, g1.χH 1 P I 1 andpI “ tF Ď RE | pDE 1 Ďfin EqpDf 1 P I 1 “ µ%E1rIsqpF “ π%EE1rZpfqsqu Ď ℘pZ pREqq,
we haveH P pI.
Proposition 2.14. Let E be any set. If Φ Ď ℘pZ pREqq is a filter of zerosets in RE , then:
qΦ :“ tf P C8pREq | Zpfq P Φu Ď C8pREq
is an ideal of C8pREq.
Proof. Note first that
qΦ “ tf P C8pREq | pDE 1 Ďfin EqpDf 1 P C8pRE1qqppµE1Epf 1q “ fq&pπ%EE1rZpf 1qs P Φqqu Ď C8pREq.
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It is easy to see that 0E P qΦ. In fact, Zp0Eq “ RE P Φ.
Given f P qΦ Ď C8pREq and h P C8pREq. Select E 1 Ďfin E and f 1, h1 P C8pRE1q such that
µE1Epf 1q “ f, µE1Eph1q “ h. Then h.f “ µE1Eph1.f 1q P C8pREq and Zph.fq “ Zphq Y Zpfq Ě
Zpfq P Φ. Thus h.f P qΦ.
Let f, g P qΦ. Select E 1 Ďfin E and f 1, g1 P C8pRE1q such that µE1Epf 1q “ f, µE1Epg1q “ g. Thus
π%EE1rZpf 1qs, π%EE1rZpg1qs P Φ and f`g “ µE1Epf 1`g1q P C8pREq. Since Zpf`gq Ě ZpfqXZpgq P Φ,
we obtain f ` g P qΦ.
Proposition 2.15. Consider the partially ordered sets:
F “ ptΦ Ď ℘pZ pREqq | Φ is a filteru,Ďq
and
I “ ptI Ď C8pREq | I is an ideal ofC8pREqu,Ďq
The following functions:
_ : F Ñ I
Φ ÞÑ qΦ
^ : I Ñ F
I ÞÑ pI
form a covariant Galois connection, ^ % _ , that is:
(a) Given Φ1,Φ2 P F such that Φ1 Ď Φ2, then |Φ1 Ď |Φ2;
(b) Given I1, I2 P I such that I1 Ď I2 then pI1 Ď pI2;
(c) For every Φ P F and every I P I we have:pI Ď Φ ðñ I Ď qΦ
Moreover, the mappings p_,^q corresponds:
(1) ℘pZ pREqq and C8pREq;
(2) Proper filters of pF,Ďq and proper ideals of pI,Ďq.
Proof. Items (a), (b), (c) follows directly from the definitions.
Suppose that Φ “ ℘pZ pREqq. Then qΦ “ tf P C8pREqq | f P ℘pZ pREqqu, thus qΦ “ C8pREq.
Suppose that I “ C8pREq. Then pI “ tZpfq P ℘pZ pREqq | f P Iu, thus pI “ ℘pZ pREqq.
Suppose that Φ is a proper filter. If f P C8pREq is such that Zpfq “ ∅ R Φ, then f P C8pREqˆ
and f R qΦ Ď C8pREq. Thus qΦ Ď C8pREq is a proper ideal.
Suppose that I is a proper ideal. So f R I whenever f P C8pREqˆ, i.e. whenever Zpfq “ H. Thus
H R pI , i. e. pI is a proper filter.
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Remark 2.16. As in any (covariant) Galois connection, we have automatically that:
‚ I Ď qpI; Φ Ě pqΦ
‚ pI “ pqpI; qΦ “ qpqΦ
The following result gives a more detailed information on these compositions.
Proposition 2.17. Let I Ď C8pREq be any ideal and Φ Ď ℘pZ pREqq be a filter of zerosets. Then:
1.
pqΦ “ tX Ď pREq | Df P C8pREqpX “ Zpfq, Zpfq P Φqu “ Φ.
2.
qpI “ tg P C8pREq | Df P C8pREqpf P I, Zpgq “ Zpfqqu “ 8?I .
Proof. Item (1) and the first equality in item (2) follow directly from the definitions. We will show that
tg P C8pREq | Df P C8pREqpf P I, Zpgq “ Zpfqqu “ 8
?
I
Note that:
8
?
I “ tg P C8pREq | pDf P Iqppηgpfq P C8pREqtg´1uˆqu “
tg P C8pREq | pDE 1 Ďfin EqpDrg P C8pRE1qqpD rf P µ%E1ErIsqpg “ rg˝πEE1q&pηrgp rfq P C8pRE1qtrg´1uˆqu
Given g P qpI , there is some finite E 1 Ď E, some rg P C8pRE1q with g “ rg ˝ πEE1 and somerf P µ%E1ErIs such that π%EE1rZprgqs “ Zpgq “ Zpfq “ π%EE1rZp rfqs. Since πEE1 : RE Ñ RE1 is
surjective, we have Zprgq “ πEE1rπ%EE1rZprgqss “ πEE1rπ%EE1rZp rfqss “ Zp rfq, so Zprgq Ě Zp rfq. It
follows that rf ↾RE1zZprgqP C8pRE1zZprgqqˆ and, by Example 1.5, ηrgp rfq P C8pRE1qtrg´1uˆ. Since there
is rf P µ%E1ErIs such that ηrgp rfq P C8pRE1qtrg´1uˆ, it follows that g P 8?I .
Conversely, given g P 8?I , there is some finite E 1 Ďfin E, some rg P C8pRE1q and some rf P µ%E1ErIs
such that g “ rg ˝πE1 and ηrgp rfq P C8pRE1qtrg´1uˆ. So rf ↾RE1zZprgqP C8pRE1zZprgqqˆ, Zp rfq Ď Zprgq and
π%EE1rZp rfqs Ď π%EE1rZprgqs. Since π%EE1rZp rfqs P pI and pI is a filter, we have Zpgq “ π%EE1rZprgqs P pI , so
g P qpI .
Remark 2.18. The item (2) in the previous proposition ensures that the C8´radical of any ideal of a
C8´ring is an ideal.
Proposition 2.19. Let E be any set, and consider A “ C8pREq. The Galois connection ^ % _
establishes bijective correspondences between the:
(a) The poset of all (proper) filters of zerosets of RE and the poset of all (proper) C8´radical ideals
of C8pREq, I8 “ tI P I | 8?I “ Iu;
(b) The set of all maximal filters of pF,Ďq and the set of all maximal ideals of pI,Ďq;
(c) The poset of all prime (proper) filters of pF,Ďq and the poset of all prime (proper) C8-radical
ideals of pI,Ďq.
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Proof. We saw in Proposition 2.15, that the functions p_,^q restricts to maps between proper filters of
zerosets ofRE and proper ideals of C8pREq. Thus the additional parts in items (a) and (c) are automatic.
Ad (a): LetΦ be a filter of zerosets inRE , then by Proposition 2.17.(1)Φ “ pqΦ. Let I be aC8-radical
ideal in C8pREq, then by Proposition 2.17.(2) and Remark 2.16
qpqpI “ qpI “ 8?I “ I
Thus, since pI “ pqpI and qΦ “ qpqΦ, the (increasing) mappings p_,^q establishes a bijective corre-
spondence between the poset of all filters of zerosets of RE and the poset of all C8´radical ideals of
C8pREq.
Ad (b): First of all, note that, by a combination of previous results, if I is a proper ideal of C8pREq,
then
8
?
I is also a proper ideal of C8pREq. Thus if I is a (proper) maximal ideal of C8pREq, then
I “ 8?I .
Now, by item (a), the increasing mappings p_,^q establishes a bijective correspondence between the
poset of all proper filters of zerosets of RE and the poset of all proper C8´radical ideals of C8pREq.
Thus the mappings p_,^q restrict to a pair of inverse bijective correspondence between the set of all
maximal filters of zerosets of RE and the set of all maximal ideals of C8pREq.
Ad (c): By the bijective correspondence in item (a), it is enough to show that the mappings p_,^q
restricts to a pair of mappings between the set of all prime filters of zerosets of RE and the set of all
C8-radical prime ideals of C8pREq.
Let Φ be a prime filter of zerosets of RE. If f, g P C8pREq are such that f ¨ g P qΦ, then Zpf ¨ gq “
Zpfq Y Zpgq P Φ, so we have Zpfq P Φ or Zpgq P Φ. Thus, f P qΦ or g P qΦ, so qΦ is a prime ideal of
C8pREq; moreover, by item (a), qΦ is C8-radical.
Let I be a C8-radical prime ideal of C8pREq, that is, if f, g P C8pREq are such that f ¨ g P I then
f P I or g P I . We need to show that pI “ tZphq|h P Iu is a prime filter of zerosets of RE .
Let F “ Zpfq, G “ Zpgq, H “ Zphq be zerosets of RE such that F Y G “ H P pI , h P I .
Select E 1 Ďfin E and f 1, g1, h1 P C8pRE1q such that f “ µE1Epf 1q, g “ µE1Epg1q, h “ µE1Eph1q. Let
F 1 “ Zpf 1q, G1 “ Zpg1q, H 1 “ Zph1q Ď RE1 then F 1 Y G1 “ H 1 P pI 1, where h1 P I 1 :“ µ%E1ErIs.
Since I is a C8-radical prime ideal of C8pREq, then I 1 is a C8-radical prime ideal of C8pRE1q, see
Proposition 1.14.(d). If we show that pI 1 is a prime filter of zerosets of RE1 then, we may assume w.l.o.g.
that Zpf 1q “ F 1 P pI 1 and f 1 P 8?I 1 “ I 1 “ µ%E1ErIs; thus f “ µE1Epf 1q P I and F “ Zpfq P pI , finishing
the proof.
We will prove that pI 1 is a prime filter. We have Zpf 1.g1q “ Zpf 1q Y Zpg1q “ F 1 YG1 “ H 1 “ Zph1q,
where h1 P I 1. Then, f 1.g1 P 8?I 1 “ I 1. Since I 1 is a prime ideal, f 1 P I 1 or g1 P I 1. Thus F 1 “ Zpf 1q P pI 1
or G1 “ Zpg1q P pI 1.
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3 The order theory of C8-reduced C8-rings
The results established in the previous section are fundamental to develop an order theory over a
broad class C8-rings. In fact, in order to get nice results, we need to assume some technical conditions:
the C8-rings must be non-trivial (i.e. 0 ‰ 1) and C8- reduced (see section 1).
The fundamental notion here is the following (see [16]):
Definition 3.1. Let A be a C8´ring. The canonical relation on A is
ăA“ tpa, bq P Aˆ A | pDu P Aˆqpb´ a “ u2qu
Remark 3.2. Note that the canonical relation is preserved by C8-homomorphism. In more details: let
A,A1 be C8-rings and h : AÑ A1 be a C8-homomorphism. Then for each a, b P A:
a ăA b ñ hpaq ăA1 hpbq
.
Proposition 3.3. Let A be any C8´ring. The canonical relation on A, ăA, is compatible with the sum
and with the product on A.
Proof. Let a, b P A be such that a ă b and let c P Aˆ such that pb´ a “ c2q.
Given any x P A, we have:
pb` xq ´ pa` xq “ b´ a “ c2,
thus a` x ă b` x.
Given x P A such that 0 ă x, one has, since 0 ă x, that pDd P Aˆqpx “ d2q. We have, thus:
b ¨ x´ a ¨ x “ pb´ aq ¨ x “ c2 ¨ d2 “ pc ¨ dq2.
Since both c amd d are invertible, it follows that c ¨ d is invertible, and a ¨ x ă b ¨ x.
Proposition 3.4. If A is a non trivial C8-ring, then ă, defined as above, is irreflexive, that is,
p@a P Aqp pa ă aqq
Proof. Suppose there is some a0 P A such that a0 ă a0. By definition, this happens if, and only if there
is some c P Aˆ such that 0 “ a0 ´ a0 “ c2, so 0 would be invertible and 0 “ 1.
To obtain deeper information on the canonical relations, ăA, it is needed to pass to “spatial” specific
characterizations of it, by the aid of the results developed in the previous section. We start this enterprise
by the following:
Proposition 3.5. Let A “ C 8pRnq
I
be a finitely generated C8´reduced C8´ring. Then:
pf ` I ă g ` Iq ðñ ppDϕ P Iqp@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ă gpxqqq
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Proof. This is a direct application of Corollary 2.5, but we will register here a detailed proof.
Suppose f ` I ă g ` I , so there is some h ` I P
´
C 8pRnq
I
¯ˆ
such that g ´ f ` I “ h2 ` I . Since
h` I is invertible, by Proposition 2.4 there is some ψ P I such that:
p@x P Zpψqqphpxq ‰ 0q
Since g ´ f ` I “ h2 ` I , by Proposition 2.3, there is some φ P I such that:
p@x P Zpφqqpgpxq ´ fpxq “ h2pxqq,
Taking ϕ “ φ2 ` ψ2 P I we have, for every x P Zpψq X Zpφq “ Zpϕq both:
gpxq ´ fpxq “ h2pxq
and
h2pxq ą 0
Hence,
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ă gpxqq
Conversely, suppose f, g P C8pRnq are such that there is some ϕ P I with satisfying:
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ă gpxqq.
Since f and g are continuous functions, there is an open subset U Ď Rn such that Zpϕq Ď U and
p@x P Uqpfpxq ă gpxqq.
The C8-function:
m : Rn Ñ R
x ÞÑ gpxq ´ fpxq
is such that p@x P Uqpmpxq ą 0q. Thusm ↾Zpϕq is smooth and p@x P Zpϕqqpmpxq ą 0q, so by Fact 2.2
there is a smooth function rm P C8pRnq such that rm ↾Zpϕq“ m ↾Zpϕq and p@x P Rnqprmpxq ą 0q.
Now the function h :“
?rm : Rn Ñ R is a smooth function and since h P pC8pRnqqˆ, we have
h` I P
´
C 8pRnq
I
¯ˆ
.
Therefore
p@x P Zpϕqqpgpxq ´ fpxq “ mpxq “ rmpxq “ h2pxqqq
Since I “ 8?I , by Proposition 2.3 it follows that pg ´ fq ` I “ h2 ` I with h` I invertible. Thus,
f ` I ă g ` I .
Proposition 3.6. Given any C8´reduced C8´ring A. Then there is a directed system of its finitely
generated C8´rings pAi, αij : Ai Ñ AjqiPI
iďj
such that:
1. A – limÝÑiPI Ai;
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2. For each i, j, if i ď j then αij : Ai Ñ Aj and αi : Ai Ñ A are injective;
3. For each i P I , Ai is a C8-reduced C8´ring;
4. For each a, b P A, a ăA b iff Di P I, Dai, bi P Aipαipaiq “ a, αipbiq “ b and ai ăAi biq.
Proof. Note that any C8-reduced C8-ring can be presented as A – C8pREq{I , where I “ 8?I and
the latter can be described as a directed colimit of finitely generated C8-reduced C8-rings. Indeed, we
have that
C
8pREq{I – p limÝÑ
E1ĎfinE
C
8pRE1qq{I – limÝÑ
E1ĎfinE
pC8pRE1q{µ%E1,ErIsq.
It is clear that αE1 : C
8pRE1q{µ%E1,ErIs Ñ C8pREq{I is injective, for each E 1 Ďfin E. Thus if
E2 Ď E 1 Ďfin E, then αE2E1 : C8pRE2q{µ%E2,ErIs Ñ C8pRE
1q{µ%E1,ErIs is injective too.
We combine the results inProposition 1.13.(a) and Proposition 1.14.(d) to conclude thatC8pRE1q{µ%E1,ErIs
is a C8-reduced C8-ring.
Now item (4) follows directly from the definition of canonical relation, since for each f, g P C8pREq:
Du P C8pREqppg ´ fq ` I “ u2 ` I; u` I P pC8pREq{Iqˆq
iff DE 1 Ďfin E, Df 1, g1, u1 P C8pRE1q, µE1,Epf 1q “ f, µE1,Epg1q “ g, µE1,Epu1q “ u such that:
pg1 ´ f 1q ` µ%E1,ErIs “ u12 ` µ%E1,ErIs and u1 ` µ%E1,ErIs P pC8pRE
1q{µ%E1,ErIsqˆq.
We are ready to state and proof the following (very useful) general characterization result of ă:
Theorem 3.7. Let A “ C 8pREq
I
be a “general” C8´reduced C8´ring. Let we have:
pf ` I ă g ` Iq ðñ ppDϕ P Iqp@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ă gpxqqq
Proof. Suppose f ` I ă g` I , so there is some h` I P
´
C 8pRnq
I
¯ˆ
such that g´ f ` I “ h2` I . Since
h` I is invertible, by Proposition 2.12 there is some ψ P I such that:
p@x P Zpψqqphpxq ‰ 0q
Since g ´ f ` I “ h2 ` I , by Proposition 2.11, there is some φ P I such that:
p@x P Zpφqqpgpxq ´ fpxq “ h2pxqq,
Taking ϕ “ φ2 ` ψ2 P I we have, for every x P Zpψq X Zpφq “ Zpϕq both:
gpxq ´ fpxq “ h2pxq
and
h2pxq ą 0
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Hence,
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ă gpxqq
Conversely, suppose f, g P C8pREq are such that there is some ϕ P I with satisfying:
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ă gpxqq.
Pick E 1 Ďfin E and f 1, g1, ϕ1 P C8pRE1q such that f “ µE1Epf 1q, g “ µE1Epg1q, ϕ “ µE1Epϕ1q.
Then I 1 :“ µ%E1ErIs is a C8-radical ideal of C8pRE
1q, ϕ1 P I 1 and
@x1 P RE1px1 P Zpϕ1q Ñ f 1px1q ă g1px1qq.
By the finitely generated case (i.e. Proposition 3.5),
f 1 ` I 1 ă g1 ` I 1.
By (the proof of) Proposition 3.6.(4) we obtain
f ` I ă g ` I.
Now, having available a characterization of the canonical relation ă, we can establish many of its
properties.
Proposition 3.8. Let A be any C8-reduced C8´ring. The canonical relation ăA is transitive.
Proof. The C8-reduced C8-ring A can be presented as A – C8pREq{I , for some set E and some
C8-radical ideal I “ 8?I Ď C8pREq. Thus let f, g, h P C8pREq be such that f ` I ă g ` I ă h` I .
Now apply the characterization Theorem 3.7 and consider α, β P I such that fpxq ă gpxq, @x P
Zpαq and gpxq ă hpxq, @x P Zpβq.
Then γ :“ α2 ` β2 P I and Zpγq “ Zpαq X Zpβq.
Thus fpxq ă gpxq ă hpxq, @x P Zpγq and since γ P I , applying again the Theorem 3.7 we obtain
f ` I ă h` I .
Proposition 3.9. Let A be any non-trivial C8-ring and a, b P A. Then the relation ăA is asymmetric,
i.e. it holds at most one of the following conditions: a ă b, b ă a.
Proof. Suppose that holds simultaneously both the conditions: a ă b, b ă a. Since ă is transitive
(Proposition 3.8) we have a ă a, but this contradicts Proposition 3.4, since A is non-trivial.
By a combination of Propositions 3.4, 3.8 (and 3.9), the canonical relation ă on every C8-ring A
that is non-trivial and C8-reduced is is irreflexive, transitive (and asymmetric) bynary relation on A :
thus it defines a strict partial order. This motivates the following:
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Definition 3.10. Let A be a non-trivial, C8-reduced C8´ring. Then the canonical bynary relation on
A, ăA, (Definition 3.1) will be called the “canonical strict partial order on A”.
Moreover, by Proposition 3.3, it holds:
Theorem 3.11. Let A be any non-trivial C8´reduced C8´ring. The canonical partial order on A,
ăA, is compatible with the sum and with the product on A.
Note that, due to the above result, to prove the trichotomy of ă it suffices to prove that holds the
“restricted form of trichotomy”: given any a P A one has either a “ 0, a ă 0 or 0 ă a. But, clearly, this
is not true in general:
Example 3.12. Let A “ C8pRnq and consider the C8-function fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq :“ epx1`¨¨¨`xnq ´ 1.
If x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn ą“
ă
0, then fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq ą“
ă
0.
On the other hand, the restricted trichotomy holds for invertible members of some classes of C8-
reduced C8-ring:
Proposition 3.13. Given a C8-reduced C8-ring, A, one has:
Aˆ “ pAˆq2 Y p´Aˆq2
provided A satisfies some of the conditions below:
1. A is a free C8-ring;
2. A is a C8-reduced C8-domain.
Proof. This hols trivially if 0 “ 1. We will prove that for a non trivial C8-reduced C8-ring, A, the non
obvious inclusion: Aˆ Ď pAˆq2 Y p´Aˆq2 holds.
Item (1): First recall that any free C8-ring is C8-reduced (see Example 1.11). Let f P C8pREqˆ,
then there is E 1 Ďfin E and f 1 P C8pRE1qˆ such that f “ µE1Epf 1q “ f 1 ˝ πEE1. Since f 1 : RE1 Ñ R is
continuous and RE
1
is connected, then rangepfq “ rangepf 1q is a connected subset of R, so it is an in-
terval. Since 0 R rangepfq, then exactly one of the following alternatives holds: (i) rangepfq Ďs ´8, 0r
or (ii) rangepfq Ďs0,8r. If (i) holds then f P ´pC8pREqˆq2 and if (ii) holds then f P pC8pREqˆq2.
Item (2): We take a presentation of A as A – C8pREq{I , for some set E and some (ring theoretical)
ideal I P Spec8pAq. Let f P C8pREq be such that pf ` I P C
8pREq
I
ˆ
q. By Proposition 2.12, there
exists ϕ P I such that:
p@x P REqpx P Zpϕq Ñ fpxq ‰ 0q.
Let E 1 Ďfin E be such that ϕ “ ϕ1 ˝ πEE1 and f “ f 1 ˝ πEE1 , for some ϕ1, f 1 P C8pRE1q. Then
p@x1 P RE1qpx1 P Zpϕ1q Ñ f 1px1q ‰ 0q.
Thus,
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Zpϕ1q Ď rf 1 ą 0s Y r´f 1 ą 0s,
where: r˘f 1 ą 0s :“ tx1 P RE1 : ˘f 1px1q ą 0u.
Note that:
Zpϕ1q X r˘f 1 ě 0s “ Zpϕ1q X r˘f 1 ą 0s
Since f 1 is a continuous function, r˘f 1 ě 0s “ p˘f 1q%rr0,8rs is a closed subset of RE1, and by Fact
2.1, there is some χ˘ P C8pRE1q such that
Zpχ˘q “ r˘f 1 ě 0s.
Thus,
Zpϕ1q “ Zpϕ1q X RE1 “ Zpϕ1q X pZpχ´q Y Zpχ`qq “
“ pZpϕ1q X Zpχ´qq Y pZpϕ1q X Zpχ`qq “ Zpϕ12 ` χ2´q Y Zpϕ12 ` χ2`q.
Since I is a C8-radical (proper) prime ideal of C8pREq, then I 1 :“ µ%E1ErIs Ď C8pRE
1q is a
C8-radical (proper) prime ideal of C8pRE1q (see Proposition 1.14.(d)).
By Proposition 2.19, I 1 corresponds to a prime filter (of zero sets) pI 1 and since Zpϕ12 ` χ2´q Y
Zpϕ12 ` χ2`q “ Zpϕ1q and ϕ1 P I 1, then some of the subsets Zpϕ12 ` χ2´q, Zpϕ12 ` χ2`q belongs to the
C8-radical I 1. By Proposition 2.17:
qpI 1 “ 8?I 1 “ I 1, thus some of the functions pϕ12 ` χ2´q, pϕ12 ` χ2`q
belongs to I 1.
Now recall that:
Zpϕ12 ` χ2˘q “ Zpϕ1q X Zpχ˘q “ Zpϕ1q X r˘f 1 ě 0s “ Zpϕ1q X r˘f 1 ą 0s
and consider α˘ :“ pϕ12 ` χ2˘q ˝ πEE1 P C8pREq.
Then some of the alternatives holds:
(i) α´ P I and p@x P Zpα´qqp´fpxq ą 0q;
(ii) α` P I and p@x P Zpα`qqpfpxq ą 0q.
Applying Theorem 3.7, if (i) holds then f ` I P ´ppC8pREq{Iqˆq2 and if (ii) holds then f ` I P
ppC8pREq{Iqˆq2.
This establishes the desired inclusion:
Aˆ Ď pAˆq2 .Y p´Aˆq2.
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There is another natural way to consider that a partial order ĺ (where a ĺ b iff a ă b or a “ b) is
compatible with sums: if 0 ĺ x and 0 ĺ y, then 0 ĺ x` y. This one also holds, as it follows (directly)
from the results obtained below.
Proposition 3.14. Given any C8-reduced C8-ring A, denote by pAˆq2 “ A2 XAˆ “ pA2qˆ. Then the
following hold:
1. přA2q X Aˆ “ pAˆq2
2. pAˆq2 `řA2 “ pAˆq2
3.
řpAˆq2 “ pAˆq2
Proof. First equality:
One easily checks that: ´ÿ
A2
¯
X Aˆ Ě A2 X Aˆ,
so we only need to prove the opposite inclusion.
We know that A – C
8pREq
I
for some set E and some C8-radical ideal 8
?
I “ I Ď C8pREq. Let
f P C8pREq be such that qIpfq “ f`I P
˜ř C8pREq
I
2
¸
X C
8pREq
I
ˆ
. Since qIpfq P
ˆ
C8pREq
I
˙ˆ
,
by Proposition 2.12, there is some ϕ P I such that:
p@x P Zpϕqqpfpxq ‰ 0q
and since qIpfq P
ř C8pREq
I
2
, by Proposition 2.11, there are f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fk P C8pREq and ψ P I such
that:
p@x P Zpψqqpfpxq “ f1pxq2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` f 2k pxq ě 0q,
Thus ϕ2 ` ψ2 P I and
p@x P Zpϕ2 ` ψ2q “ Zpϕq X Zpψqqpfpxq “ f 21 pxq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` f 2k pxq ą 0q.
Applying Theorem 3.7, we have:
0` I ă f ` I,
so f ` I “ u2 ` I , for some u P
ˆ
C8pREq
I
˙ˆ
, establishing the equality in item (1).
Second and third equalities:
One easily checks that:
pAˆq2 `
ÿ
A2 Ě
ÿ
pAˆq2 Ě pAˆq2,
so, to establish the items (2) and (3), we only need to prove that
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pAˆq2 `
ÿ
A2 Ď pAˆq2.
Present A as A – C
8pREq
I
for some set E and some C8-radical ideal
8
?
I “ I Ď C8pREq. Let
f P C8pREq such that qIpfq “ f`I P
˜
C8pREq
I
ˆ
¸2
`
˜ř C8pREq
I
2
¸
. I.e., there are g, h1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hk P
C8pREq such that f ` I “ pg2 ` h21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨h2kq ` I and g ` I P
˜
C8pREq
I
ˆ
¸
.
Applying Proposition 2.11 and Theorem 2.12, we conclude that there is θ P I such that:
p@x P Zpθqqpfpxq “ gpxq2 ` h1pxq2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` h2kpxq and gpxq ‰ 0q
Thus
p@x P Zpθqqpfpxq ą 0q.
Since θ P I , applying Theorem 3.7, we have:
0` I ă f ` I,
so f ` I “ u2 ` I , for some u P
ˆ
C8pREq
I
˙ˆ
, establishing the desired inclusion.
From the second equality above, it follows directly the:
Corollary 3.15. Every C8-ring A has the “weak bounded inversion property” (definition 7.1. in [7]),
i.e. 1`řA2 Ď Aˆ.
4 On the order theory of C8-fields and applications
In this section we use the results on the previous section to continue the development of the order
theory of C8-fields initiated in [16] and to apply these results to introduce another aspect of the order
theory of general C8-rings.
We start presenting some results concerning C8-fields that will be useful in the sequel.
Proposition 4.1. Let A be a C8´field. If A is a finitely generated C8-ring, then R – A.
Proof. Let A – C
8pRnq
I
be a finitely generated C8´field, so I must be a maximal ideal of C8pRnq
(otherwise the quotient would not even be an ordinary field). By Proposition 3.6 of [18], every maximal
ideal I of C8pRnq has the form I “ ker evx, where x P ZpIq and
evx : C
8pRnq Ñ R
f ÞÑ fpxq
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Since evx is surjective, by the Fundamental Theorem of the C
8´Homomorphism we have:
A – C
8pRnq
I
“ C
8pRnq
ker evx
– R
Proposition 4.2. (see [4]) Let A be a C8´ring.
1. If A is a C8´field, then A is a C8´reduced C8´domain.
2. IfA is aC8´reducedC8´domain, thenAtpAzt0uq´1u is aC8-field, ηAzt0u : A֌ AtpAzt0uq´1u
is an injectiveC8-homomorphism and ηAzt0u is universal among the injectiveC
8-homomorphisms
from A into some C8-field.
3. A is isomorphic to a C8-subring of a C8-field if, and only if A is a C8´reduced C8´domain.
4. For every proper prime ideal p Ď A that is C8´radical, we have a canonical C8-field kppAq :“
A
p
tqprAzps´1u and a canonical C8-morphism with kernel p, A
qp
։
A
p
ηqprAzps
֌ kppAq.
Now we are ready to turn our attention to the order theory of C8-fields.
ByCorollary 3.15, every C8-reduced C8-ringA satisfies the relation 1`řA2 Ď Aˆ. In particular,
every C8-fieldA is formally real, i.e. ´1 R řA2, thus it can be endowed with some linear order relation
compatible with its sum and product. In fact, since a C8-field is a non-trivial C8-reduced C8-ring, we
have a distinguished linear order relation in A that is compatible with its sum and product:
Theorem 4.3. Let A be a C8´field and ăA be the canonical strict partial order on A, cf. Definition
3.10. Then pA,ĺq is a totally/linearly ordered field, i.e., ĺ is a reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric
binary relation in A that is compatible with sum and product and, moreover, it holds the trichotomy law,
i.e., for every a, b P A we have exactly one of the following a “ b or a ă b or b ă a.
Proof. Since a ĺ b iff a ă b or a “ b, it follows directly from Theorem 3.11 that ĺ is a reflexive,
transitive and anti-symmetric binary relation in A that is compatible with sum and product.
By the compatibility of ă with the sum, to obtain the trichotomy law it is enough to show that for
every f P Azt0u we have either p0 ă fq or pf ă 0q.
Since A is a C8-field, Aˆ “ Azt0u and the result follows directly from Proposition 4.2.(1) and
Proposition 3.13.(2): Aˆ “ pAˆq2 Y p´Aˆq2.
In general, a field could support many linear orders compatible with its sum and product. A field
is called Euclidean if it has a unique (linear, compatible with `, ¨) ordering: these fields are precisely
the ordered fields such that every positive member has an square root in the field. It is clear from the
definition of ă and by Theorem 4.3 that every C8-field is Euclidean.
Now recall that a totally ordered field pF,ďq is real closed if it satisfies the following two conditions:
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(a) p@x P F qp0 ď xÑ pDy P F qpx “ y2qq (i.e. it is an Euclidean field);
(b) every polynomial of odd degree has, at least, one root;
Equivalently, a totally ordered field pF,ďq is real closed if, and only if it satisfies the conclusion of
intermediate value theorem for all polynomial functions h : F Ñ F .
As pointed out in Theorem 2.10 of [16], it holds the following:
Fact 4.4. Every C8´field, A, together with its canonical order ă is such that A is a real closed field.
In fact, a stronger property holds for every C8-fields We have the C8´analog of the notion of “real
closedness”:
Fact 4.5 (Theorem 2.10’ of [16]). Let pF,ăq be a C8´field. Then pF,ăq is C8´real closed. I.e., it
holds:
p@f P F txuqppfp0q ¨ fp1q ă 0q&p1 P xtf, f 1uy Ď F txuq Ñ
pDα Ps0, 1rĎ F qpfpαq “ 0qq
Note that the class of C8-fields is an L -elementary (proper) class, where all structures have cardi-
nally at least 2ℵ0 , but every finitely generated C8-field is real closed archimedian, i.e. isomorphic to R
(see Proposition 4.1).
The notion of C8-field is also useful to analyze the order theory of C8-reduced C8-rings:
Remark 4.6. Consider A “ C8pRnq. The inclusion i : C8pRnq ãÑ FuncpRn,Rq “ RRn obviously
preserves and reflects the equality relation (=) and the canonical strict partial order (ă). Note that, by
Proposition 4.1, this inclusion can be identified with
A
pqmqmÑ
ź
mPMaxpAq
A
m
Thus, the family of all C8-fields tA
m
: m P MaxpAqu encodes the canonical relation ăA on A.
The family of all C8-fields tkppAq : p P Spec8pAqu also encodes the canonical relation ăA on A.
Consider the canonical C8-homomorphism cA : AÑ
ś
pPSpec8 pAq kppAq, that is given by:
A
pqpqpÑ
ź
pPSpec8 pAq
A
p
pηqprAzpsqp
֌
ź
pPSpec8 pAq
kppAq
By Proposition 4.2.(4), kerpcAq “
Ş
pPSpec8 pAq p. Thus, by Theorem 1.17.(e), kerpcaq “ 8
ap0q “
t0u and cA is an injective C8-homomorphism, i.e., it preserves and reflects the equality relation. We
will see that cA also preserves and reflects the canonical relation ă.
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The C8-homomorphism cA preserves ă (see Remark 3.2). Note that, to establish that cA : A Ñś
pPSpec8 pAq kppAq reflects ă it suffices to certify that:
A
pqmqmÑ
ź
mPMaxpAq
A
m
reflects ă. In fact, since p@m P MaxpAqqpA
m
– kmpAqq, the inclusionMaxpAq Ď Spec8 pAq (this holds
by Proposition 4.2.(1)) induces a canonical “projection”:
πA :
ź
pPSpec8 pAq
kppAq։
ź
mPMaxpAq
A
m
and, obviously,
pqmqm “ πA ˝ cA,
Thus, if a, b P A are such that a ⊀ b, implies pqmqmpaq ⊀ pqmqmpbq, then also holds cApaq ⊀ cApbq.
Now we will apply the results on C8-fields to describe another approach of the order theory of
(general) C8-rings.
Definition 4.7. LetA be an arbitraryC8-ring. LetF be the (proper) class of all theC8´homomorphisms
ofA to someC8´field. We define the following relationR: given h1 : AÑ F1 and h2 : AÑ F2, we say
that h1 is related with h2 if, and only if, there is some C
8´field rF and some C8´fields homomorphisms
C8 f1 : F1 Ñ rF and f2 : F2 Ñ rF such that the following diagram commutes:
F1
f1
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
A
h1
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
h2
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
rF
F2
f2
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
The relation R defined above is symmetric and reflexive.
The above considerations prove the following:
Proposition 4.8 (see Proposition 54 of [4]). If h1 : AÑ F1 and h2 : AÑ F2 be twoC8´homomorphisms
from the C8´ring A to the C8´fields F1, F2 such that ph1, h2q P R, then kerph1q “ kerph2q.
Definition 4.9. Let A be a C8´ring. A C8´ordering in A is a subset P Ď A such that:
(O1) P ` P Ď P ;
(O2) P ¨ P Ď P ;
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(O3) P Y p´P q “ A
(O4) P X p´P q “ p P Spec8 pAq
Fact 4.10. Let ΣpAq :“ tpp, Qq : p P Sper8 pAq, Q P Spec8 pkppAqqu. The mapping P P Spec8 pAq ÞÑ
ppP , QP q P ΣpAq, where pP :“ P X p´P q (or simply p) and QP :“ tηqprAzpspa` pq.pηqprAzpspb` pqq´1 :
b R p, a.b P P u is a bijection (this is essentially the Proposition 5.1.1 in [13]).
Definition 4.11. Let A be a C8´ring. Given a C8´ordering P in A, the C8´support of A is given
by:
supp8pP q :“ pP “ P X p´P q
Definition 4.12. Let A be a C8´ring. The C8´real spectrum of A is given by:
Sper8 pAq “ tP Ď A|P is an ordering of the elements of Au
together with the (spectral) topology generated by the sets:
H8paq “ tP P Sper8 pAq|a P P zsupp8 pP qu
for every a P A. The topology generated by these sets will be called “smooth Harrison topology”, and
will be denoted by Har8.
Remark 4.13. The suitable notion of prime spectrum of a C8-ring A, Spec8pAq, appeared for the first
time in [17]: this is the main spatial notion to develop “Smooth Algebraic Geometry”. On the other
hand, in [2] was introduced the notion of smooth real spectrum of a C8-ring A, Sper8pAq: this seems
to be the suitable spatial notion for the development of “Smooth Real Algebraic Geometry”.
Fact 4.14. Given a C8´ring A, we have a function given by:
supp8 : pSper8pAq,Har8q Ñ pSpec8 pAq,Zar8q
P ÞÑ P X p´P q
which is spectral, and thus continuous, since given any a P A, supp8%rD8paqs “ H8paq YH8p´aq.
Unlike what happens in ordinary Commutative Algebra, we have the following (stronger) result in
”Smooth Commutative Algebra”, as a consequence of the fact that every C8-field is (C8-)real closed1
and some separation theorems (see [5] or Theorem 45 of [4]):
Theorem 4.15. For each C8´ring A, the mapping
supp8 : pSper8pAq,Har8q Ñ pSpec8 pAq,Zar8q
is a (spectral) bijection.
1In fact, to obtain this result it is enough to know that every C 8-field is Euclidean.
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5 Concluding remarks and future works
Remark 5.1. It is natural to ask if the class of C8-fields is model-complete in the language of C8-rings
or even admits elimination of quantifiers (possibly in the language expanded by a unary predicate for the
positive cone of an ordering). If the former holds, then the relation R between pairs of morphism with
the same source and target C8-fields, that encodes Sper8, is already a transitive relation (as it occurs
in the algebraic case).
Remark 5.2. If the class of C8-fields admits quantifier elimination (over a reasonable language), then
it is possible to adapt the definition and results provided in [20] on “Model-theoretic Spectra” and
describe “logically” the spectral topological spaces Spec8pAq and/or Sper8pAq as certain equivalence
classes of homomorphisms from A into models of a “nice” theory T . Moreover, since the techniques in
this work provide structural sheaves of “definable functions”, we could compare them with other ones
previously defined and determine other new natural model-theoretic spectra in C8-structures.
Remark 5.3. Another evidence that a systematic model-theoretic analysis of C8-rings, (not only un-
der real algebra perspective but also under differential algebra perspective), should be interesting and
deserves a further attention is indicated in [10]. In that work, were given the first steps towards a model-
theoretic connection between three kinds of structures: o-minimal structures, Hardy fields and smooth
rings. This triple is related to another one – Hardy fields, surreal numbers and transseries – studied
in [1]: these are linked by the notion of H-field which provides a common framework for these struc-
tures. They present a model-theoretic analysis of the category of H-fields, e.g. the theory of H-closed
fields is model complete, and relate these results with the latter tripod, that according the authors M.
Aschenbrenner, L. v. Dries and J. v. Hoeven ([1]): “...are three ways to enrich the real continuum by
infinitesimal and infinite quantities. Each of these comes with naturally interacting notions of ordering
and derivative”.
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